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NOSEI is a print magazine concieved by millennials for 
millennials. Being an extension of our experiences, 
capture and discuss contemporary culture, fashion 
and the arts arena. Inspired by our nostalgia and an 
ever-evolving environment that we are accustomed 
to, NOSEI uses next generation photographers, writers 
and creatives to always support youth and the 
future. With the underground gone overground, we 
aim to promote and protect the new generation 
inventors and encourage the UK to retrieve their 
orginal energy. Suggesting a provocative perspective 
on politics, we challenge and empower our readers to 
flourish. Surrounded by calculated gram posts and 
songs with no substance- we intend to maintain our 
ethos of authenticity. When you are your product,
‘why fake it? Just make it’. 
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N’DIRA 
EDITOR & CREATIVE DIRECTOR
NDIRA.NOSEI@GMAIL.COM

BEING FROM SOUTH LONDON, I LOVE THE REALISM OF MY ENVIRONMENT AND THE FACT THAT LONDON’S INDIVIDUALITY 
IS GETTING LOST BY THE RICH YUMMY MUMMYING OF AUTHENTIC AREAS AND THE GENTRIFICATION OF OUR CITY IS 
FRUSTRATING TO ME. I THINK AT THIS POINT IN TIME, MORE PEOPLE MY AGE ARE DOING TRUSTING THESELVES BY DOING 
THEIR OWN THING BECAUSE THEY DON’T BELIEVE THAT THE SYSTEM IS CONSTRUCTED FOR THEIR BEST INTERESTS ... 
RATHER ONLY A SELECT FEW. I FIND THIS SO EXCITING, AS I THINK THAT’S WHEN PEOPLE GET CREATIVE AND LONDON 
WILL BECOME FRESH AGAIN. MY JOB ON THIS PUBLICATION IS TO THINK. TO CHOOSE WHAT GOES IN, TO SOURCE WHO 
FEATURES AND DECIDE WHAT WE SHOULD SAVE FOR ANOTHER TIME. I LIKE TO DABBLE IN STYLING AND CREATIVELY 
DIRECTING SHOOTS, AS WELL AS, VISUALISING ALL OF THE AESTHETIC REALLY. CREATING HOW THE MAGAZINE LOOKS 
REALLY HYPES ME UP AND SO MY JOB IS TO PORTRAY THAT TO YOU. 



DILLY GILL
DIGITAL MARKETING & DIRECTION
DILLYGILL.NOSEI@GMAIL.COM

as a member of this confused generation, i’m ‘nosei’ as to what the hell is going on and why our 
generation does the shit that we do. This magazine is our time as the youth of today to show we’re up and 
coming and fight our corner. to differentiate ourselves to what the media shows us to be; people that 
don’t have the creative and eclectic minds that we are developing day by day. my team and i are aiming 
to give credit and defend creative young’uns that have their head screwed on, the ones who are 
interested in doing the courses that the government likes to cut and withdraw funding for. we are 
basically here to embrace every opportunity given, taken and searched for. as head of the digital 
marketing aspect, i’m here to make sure our artisitc taste gets across to you through our social media. 
i also work alongside our variety of talented photographers as director on some shoots. the energy 
from our team is so vibrant and im excited to see what is to come.



G PETROU
HEAD OF PHOTOGRAPHY
GPETROU.NOSEI@GMAIL.COM

always having been surrounded by photography and inheriting my granda’s camera, being from bright-
on inspired me to fel my liberal aesthetic. documenting my surroundings which nearly always included 
the youth of today became a regular thing for me. as the uk’s leaders often overlook my generation, i 
wanted to capture the true essence of us and confront that stereotypical image the chosen media 
companies ,who are rated by society, depict. i never thought i’d be a photogrpaher but it felt right and 
that is what this magazine, the team and i are trying to communicate to everyone. to do what you want 
to do for you, not for money, not for followers. i’d say that alasdair mcclennan is the guy and props to 
vicky grout for all she’s doing for the london millennial scene - so i’m just trying to do me and encour-
age everyone to do the same really. 



HARLEY
IN-HOUSE GRAPHIC DESIGNER
HARLEY.NOSEI@GMAIL.COM

the idea of a magazine excites me and always has. the aim of producing something tactile that inspires, 
reaches and influences the readers not just on the day of purchase but for months and even years 
afterwards. presenting information and visuals in an aesthetically pleasing way has always been my 
favourite part of fashion publications and projects i have done whislt stydying fashion as a degree. 
getting my ideas down on a physical platform is something i thrive in. i believe that our generation is 
choosing the most exciting fashion, music and culture trends from previous decades and are piecing it 
togethor to eventually create and establish new subcultures that won’t have existed before. every 
generation thinks they are the ones to change it all but the pressures of today have not been 
experienced by any previously and that is what makes us different. we as a generation have experienced 
a pre-technological world, as well as been formed by one and will live the mjaority of their lives by 
one.





A Millennial, a young adult, NEXT GEN. terms that Society uses to identify an 
age group that are constantly put under unmeasurable amounts of pressure 
just to exist. A term that Society chooses to describe an age group of people 
that I believe can make existing, living again. Those who recognise their 
ability to free themselves and repeat the tattered old words ‘f*ck the 
system’, in order to be their own and make  insane things happen. That makes 
history happen. 

With the world in constant upheaval and fear being force fed from every 
angle, in our first issue of NOSEI we have chosen to look at creatives who we 
feel can retrieve the UK’s freshness. Who have the ability to make our money 
obsessed Society individually interesting again. Those who don’t bother 
faking it but are more interested in making the best out of themselves that 
they can. The publication covers the Social Media makeover that has become 
so prominent within our generations lives as well as the importance of 
Sustainability within the fashion industry. We illuminate reasons behind 
aspects of England’s youth culture and include a lot of flipping great 
photographs. 

Our purpose is to discuss, our purpose is to share and always provide a 
platform for the future as we are the future. With all that renegade talk 
and our bellies full of fire for our first issue, 

this is us… This is our England.

N’DIRA
EDITOR 
NDIRA.NOSEI@GMAIL.COM
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as our opening feature within nosei’s first issue, we 
anticipate it to become a tradition within the print 
magazine- that we find creative minds to disucuss and 
promote. new reign are a collective of millennials 
who we at nosei anticipate to become the future go-to 
names in the art, media and fashion industries. as a 
way of understanding how the future will look, we 
write as though the featured personalities’ ascension 
is well under way. putting ideas into the universe to 
blossom is a real thing and we all should speak our 
dreams into existence more often. gathering 
information and talking to our featured figures, lets 
us suggest their glowing futures. watch in 
anticipation as they grow to be the big wigs of i
ndustries, you heard it here first... N
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RYAN HAWAII

NEW REIGN



In the continuous reduction of support for creativity, our 
society is in danger of becoming rigid and stagnant. Artistry 
has become a sort of parallel universe to the norm, in which 
creatives inhabit and have made an underground society of 
innovation. Looking back at that parallel society, Ryan Hawaii 
has taken control of his ascension within the creative industries 
over the last  five years.

Birthing a label that is centred around himself as an 
ever-evolving artist, who dabbles in many different 
innovative environments. Merging many mediums together 
as a whole and combining the concept of ‘brand’ with his own 
lifestyle, music, and imagination.
The man of the moment has since 2017, provided many 
platforms for individuals to flourish and gain recognition for 
their talents and inventiveness. This includes the ‘The Catford 
Factory’ and ‘Label’ by Neverland Clan.

Before taking a back seat for the last year and half, Ryan Hawaii 
has held numerous exhibitions across Europe; in Berlin, 
Amsterdam and Copenhagen as well as 
branching out to San Francisco and Cuba. Making the press 
starve, Hawaii’s gone away to cater to his craft. Wanting to 
delve deeper into the artisan techniques of sculpture and 
installation in the past year and a half, as well as dedicating 
more time and attention to enhance his trap-punk participa-
tion in band ‘Neverland Clan’.

Sitting in a studio with the free-spirited dread-head, 
swivelling on a tippexed chair asking Omlet to run the tune 
back. We chat a little bit more with Hawaii and find out where 
his noseiness had led him this time around.

Ryan, London hasn’t heard from you in a long time; 
wagwan for you right now?

Yeah, I felt everything had become so structured and press attention 
was becoming busier I just needed to take myself out for a bit. I 
wanted to really focus on being a musician – not just a rapper but a 
singer and try to push myself with different instruments and whatnot. 
As I have access to a lot more resources than I used to I just thought I 
should take time to utilise that. I wanted to dedicate time to what I 
actually like and deep it properly. When the music industry is as  fickle 
as it is, I really focus on the fact that so long as it’s what I like then its 
successful to me. Exactly like my art, it inevitably  lters through to the 
garms I produce. At the moment I’m just perfecting my idea of a 
handmade line with the intentions to begin and end with an artistic 
point of view instead of designing with the concept of fashion in my 
head.

That sounds insane; we’ve been eaves-dropping into your 
studio session and the new material sounds fab! Being 
interested to see your next artistic venture is an 
understatement and we cannot wait to experiment with 
the apparel you produce from it. It’s inspiring to hear 
those clogs are turning and wanted to know more about 
where ‘The Catford Factory’ and ‘The Label’ is heading.

When I started really promoting and doing things with The 
Cat- ford Factory in 2017, my idea was to just support the community. 
The Catford Factory is an artistic platform that promotes and produces 
visual content, installations and media platforms for myself and 
anyone that I think has something. We throw a couple parties now 
and again too. The main thing though is to support and that is what 
we’ve been doing. Our response to the continuous art fund cuts to be 
honest – create the platform and experimentation ourselves.
 It’ll never die.





Do you have an advice for people who you inspire? 
Gratefulness, Mindfulness and positivity everyday

And ‘The Label’ by Neverland Clan?
To put out artist’s that the Neverland Clan supports.

You’ve spoken a lot about homing in on your stimulus for projects in 
an artistic way and heard you mention that The Catford Factory 
incorporates a support system for media and visual content. Seeing 
your  first interest in it with the artistic  lm at your latest exhibition in 
Cuba, is this a realm of artistry you are tryna get into? More of the 
media and digital side than the physical format you are known to 
produce?

Funny you say that actually, I’ve said for ages now that I’ve wanted to direct 
movies, more feature  lms, that is a current project that I am testing out now as it 
happens. I’ve been releasing small clips here and there on insta, on my website 
and in Cuba. Just mixing my generation, my art and my environment with the 
music I make. I am concentrating on more of a collaborative approach with this 
project but doing music videos for Neverland time ago was really interesting. I 
was testing how my art can be delivered in that department with regards to the 
launch in Cuba last year. Media is an art form currently and de nitely of the 
future-  lm captures energy and momentum of a time. Energy is a key thing in 
my life and so anything that maintains that I’m interested in getting involved 
with. So yeah, feature  lm in process.

So who are you collaborating with for your feature  film? 
(Laughs) Soon come.

Everyone collaborates but it seems like you began at the heat of the 
moment,  five years ago, before the Supreme x Louis Vuitton 
relationship. Slightly unconventionally though, in that you just 
suggested the collaborations you would like by way of sticking a 
Stoney logo on a parker jacket with your designs. Would you like to 
collaborate for real and engage with another company, person or 
artist to form a product as one?

Not really. I just let collaborations happen. I think if I was going to 
collaborate, as you say properly, I’d want to with people like Quentin 
Tarantino, Peter Blake and Danny Boyle. Proper artists. I have a compulsive 
obsession with art and music so I need to do it and I enjoy that relationship I 
have with those mediums. So any collaborations that come from that passion 
will come naturally, so I’m not really bothered about that right now.



THE INVENTORY
STORE



The Burberry tartan, a medusa head and the red, blue and 
white of Tommy Hil ger. Likewise, to the late 80’s and 1990’s, 
brands are bought to be shown off to the maximum instead 
of shopping for style, for  t and material feels. ‘The Inventory 
Store’ renounces the norm of buying for brands and takes it 
back to when quality, story behind the garment and 
individuality were pivotal points to your purchase. Since  first 
popping up in August 2017, the po- up shop declared their 
new collection by way of graduate and undiscovered 
designers. Ja’maul Madden and Thompson Fajuke’s 
inspiration for the business, stemmed from having to use 
what they had and wanting to express their uniqueness 
whilst growing up. From start-up, The Inventory Store has 
grown in its popularity, only able to catch them in the same 
spot for a month;’ catch it while you can’ has really taken a 
hold of people. A different type of fast fashion, one that feeds 
the creative minds of the consumers and aids the fresh 
designers to gain experience, feed- back and a platform to 
promote themselves.

With things moving speedily for them, the team keep it 
moving by always doing their individual thing, having 
different takes on each pop up and of course appearing in 
new places, with new products and a new DJ each time! Jams 
has been attending talks and hosting sessions in The 
Inventory Store to younger creatives wanting to grow ...

their entrepreneurial mind. He also provides a platform for music 
talent to host their album launches at Inventory. Impacting London 
street style massively, Jams has since appeared in Wavey Garms top 
10 list for the restoration of the UK’s Street Style Scene. 

You can see Thompson out and about gathering information for 
more recipes for his vegan fast food restaurant ‘Sol Foods’. With one 
restaurant up and running already, the green machine is well 
underway to be the tastiest, healthiest and cheaply priced fast food 
spot in London. Walking into their sleek, contemporary store, 
currently situated in Peckham’s Holdrons Arcade ;back where they 
had their first popup shop; we can spot two 6ft somethings 
hovering over the crowd of bubbling millennial personalities. 
Interacting with some customers and a German designer they have 
sourced. We are excited to see how far they have come and what 
they have in store this time. 





Jams and Thompson we’re gassed that you could both be here today 
and that your current location is Holdrons Arcade ...Why have you 
returned to your  first location? 

T) (Laughs) We’re always here! Researching, chatting to a customer and to the 
designers or just vibesing to the music our DJ plays.
J) We always like to try and do things like this (interviews) together, as we’re 
a collective and we would never want to not answer things 
properly. Obviously Holdrons Arcade is a special place for us and we’ve always 
said we aim to grow with the area we reside in but also keep the original feel 
of the environment.
T) Defnitely we feel at home at Holdrons, it was our start up and when we were 
looking for our next res- idency we thought, why not? I feel like it’s important 
to uphold the identity of an area and authenticity but 
unfortunately a lot of Peckham becomes increasingly gentrified the more I 
visit. A lot of our generation are not willing to let this area go, so we’re clawing 
back its identity by keeping our presence here.

Too true. So tell me about this month’s Inventory, your launch party 
was last week and you have 4 months until your  fifth anniversary ... 
What’s the focus this time?

J) Our direction with this pop up is German style. We have German designers, 
a German DJ and even some musicians and artists who came through for our 
launch party. Since deciding to return to Holdrons Arcade, it made us look 
back on our beginnings and our major kick start in pursuing this whole thing 
was goingto Bright Trade Show in Berlin again for the trade show which has 
sort of become a tradition now. T) I think all of our choices around this pop up was reminiscent of our 

start up. Just because its leading up to 5 years from our launch of The 
Inventory Store, we just wanted to remind ourselves of how far we’d 
come and how far we intend to go. To Berlin really – we’re toasting that 
lightbulb.

As you’re nearly  five years old, I want to know where you see 
yourself; what you want to do once that mile stone has passed?

J) In the next  five years we’d like the power to invite designers to be 
involved in a pop up we host and for that opportunity to springboard 
their career. We would like for most of our designer’s careers to flourish 
after being with us massively and just really provide an exceptional 
platform for them. Personally, I’d like to see our company having a huge 
contribution to changing the gener- al mind-set when shopping.
T) Also just to add on, we would love if Inventory expanded
 internationally. To spread that message worldwide and not just to the UK. 
And also really start to breach that gap between consumer and designer, 
to create a healthy relationship.

You both like to keep your individual ventures going alongside 
Inventory, is there anything new on the horizon for each of you?

T) With me, my brains always going but I want to focus on growing Sol 
Food as business to change people’s habits and lifestyles really. A fast 
food Vegan restaurant that’s 100% healthy and ac- cessible to people all 
over the UK. Music as well. I want to do something with music, I did a 
sound engineering course straight after Uni and want to get back into 
that. Develop something from that. And Ja’maul?
J) Yeah, I just want to grow Inventory and see where that can take me. I’m 
also thinking to do something else in fashion as well- something 
permanent with more established clientele, artists and designers. I mean 
somebody like Pharrell – those big names there I’d like to collaborate on 
some idea with.







TIFFANIE ALICE





Social media acting as a massive influence within a millennials life, 
the hunger for authenticity is ever-growing. When the realization of 
being yourself is the only person you can truly excel in being, the 
concept of one million followers looks like an opportunity, rather 
than an ego-boost, to use your platform for a greater cause. Starting 
‘The Black Creative’ just over  five years ago, Tiffanie Alice is now one 
of the UK’s leading ‘‘CEO’s Under 25’’. About uplifting, supporting 
and promoting people in their creativity, The Black Creative 
encompasses all industries ranging from photographers to nail 
technicians, models to dancers and fashion fanatics. Embodying 
feminine power and having a hub in which young creatives can feel 
comfortable in their individuality, Tiffanie Alice has inspired and 
encouraged many people to grow and glow. 

Since 2017, ‘TBC’ has grown with the woman. Being one of the 
most sought after street and contemporary stylists, as well as 
developing documentaries on global fashion cultures and 
kick-starting her acting career. This black creative has achieved such 
a huge amount in a short space of time. With her  first televised role 
in Channel 4’s new series ‘Gabriel’,  depicting a young man’s 
journey from British street style to a prestigious French fashion 
house, we are excited to talk to Tiffanie; find out her next steps and 
current mind set. 

Heading into a photography studio and seeing a stylist looking 
especially suave, conducting the current photoshoot for a mystery 
brands look book; we try and steal Tiffanie away for a few minutes.

Tiffanie! We’re so proud of how much you have achieved since  rst 
meeting you in 2017 and looking around, there are de nitely some 
exciting things popping up for you currently and in the very near 
future ... How do you feel about it all? 
This shoot is amazing. I am lucky enough to be the creative director as well as the 
stylist for this one and the team are amazing in delivering my vision for the 
brands look book. Yes! There are so many things happening at the moment, it is 
really, really busy for me right now but I am still so excited! To be doing the things 
I love and to be recognised for them is just on another level.

Your styling career was the  first to fly other than assembling ‘The 
Black Creative’. You literally have been non-stop for  ve years in that 
department. What do you think were the pivotal mo- ments in the 
construction of that career path?
To be honest I don’t really think there was a planned construction for that journey, 
it really just was getting as much work and experience as I could. I always wanted 
to be at shoots or shows, choosing looks and I think that is what attracted the 
success I’ve had so far. I think also just being myself and doing the things that I 
like has really helped me gain recognition because there isn’t anyone like 
anyone else and so my individuality helped me in that way. I do really think my 
decision to take a gap year and develop The Black Creative, as well as moving to 
France for a year helped me so, so much. I learnt the most in that year and made 
connections that I couldn’t have rose so quickly without. If I had to choose some 
really big moments though, it would have to be moving to France, my  first shoot 
for Pause magazine and the collaboration with K-pop group ‘Wonder Girls’.

When you’re styling, how do you do it? Your own style is 
really eclectic – Where do you get your inspirations from?
(Laughs) How do I do it? I just see the person. I don’t ever force any look 
upon anyone, I like to get to know the person I’m styling through their 
opinions, their interests and what they came into work wearing. Since I 
started I never like to spend too much on a look, I think it’s about the 
way you style someone rather than what you style them in. My looks 
always used to add up to around £10 and I like to keep that idea and 
essence to all of my shoots. I won’t style a job if I have a checklist of what 
brands to use because then it’s not me styling, it’s me checking off a list. 
With my own style I like to experiment. I mean, I grew up in Southend 
and there weren’t many fashionistas around there so I was really free to 
dress as I wanted. Although a lot of people looked at me like some 
alien! My style did all stem from the 90’s, sitcoms and Korean style 
though and the more I’ve learnt that’s obviously contributed to my 
personal style. 

From your  first documentary that focused on your trip to 
Tokyo in 2017 and exploring their fashion trends; where do 
you think your next focus will be on?
I’d like for my next documented trip to be somewhere in South America. 
There’s some really great artists coming out of there at the minute and 
want to explore the way that has  ltered through to fashion.

‘The Black Creative’ is such an amazing support system for a 
lot of creatives and has grown immensely since it started 
just over  five years ago. How do you manage to keep on top 
of it all and essentially choose who you represent, 
encourage and promote?
The biggest question! Literally this is what everyone asks me and 
creatives. I think when you are creative and you have many different 
interests you are used to dividing your time and mind to the different 
things you want to do. Of course it gets harder when each of your 
passion demands a lot of attention, but if you love it then you will  find 
joy in  fitting everything into your schedule. I know it’s annoying to say 
it just happens, but you do just deal with it and you will be a busy bee! 
I mean it’s non-stop but I wouldn’t want it any other way. 

The way ‘The Black Creative’ works is that we advertise for castings 
seasonally. We really do our research, we like to hear from you in 
whatever format you think best communicates your personality and 
skills or vision. Then we just take it from there, meet the people we are 
impressed with and excited about and immerse ourselves into their 
world. Because it’s not just about promoting and representing them, it’s 
a family, we’re all friends.





T) I think all of our choices around this pop up was reminiscent of our 
start up. Just because its leading up to 5 years from our launch of The 
Inventory Store, we just wanted to remind ourselves of how far we’d 
come and how far we intend to go. To Berlin really – we’re toasting that 
lightbulb.

As you’re nearly  five years old, I want to know where you see 
yourself; what you want to do once that mile stone has passed?

J) In the next  five years we’d like the power to invite designers to be 
involved in a pop up we host and for that opportunity to springboard 
their career. We would like for most of our designer’s careers to flourish 
after being with us massively and just really provide an exceptional 
platform for them. Personally, I’d like to see our company having a huge 
contribution to changing the gener- al mind-set when shopping.
T) Also just to add on, we would love if Inventory expanded
 internationally. To spread that message worldwide and not just to the UK. 
And also really start to breach that gap between consumer and designer, 
to create a healthy relationship.

You both like to keep your individual ventures going alongside 
Inventory, is there anything new on the horizon for each of you?

T) With me, my brains always going but I want to focus on growing Sol 
Food as business to change people’s habits and lifestyles really. A fast 
food Vegan restaurant that’s 100% healthy and ac- cessible to people all 
over the UK. Music as well. I want to do something with music, I did a 
sound engineering course straight after Uni and want to get back into 
that. Develop something from that. And Ja’maul?
J) Yeah, I just want to grow Inventory and see where that can take me. I’m 
also thinking to do something else in fashion as well- something 
permanent with more established clientele, artists and designers. I mean 
somebody like Pharrell – those big names there I’d like to collaborate on 
some idea with.

Of course, your first televised role in ‘Gabriel’ is coming out in two 
weeks-time! Tell us more about what we should expect from the series?
Gabriel is basically about a young man, who is quite known in the British street-style 
world. He has basically been recognised for his talent and scouted for a new position 
as Cretaive Director within one of the big French fashion houses. You know the histori-
cally luxurious ones that started haute-couture. So a  fashion headline we’re used to 
seeing really. As Street style and the fashion industry has changed in the series,  from 
the streets up instead of the catwalk down, the big fashion house is stuggling to 
remain current. They can’t really hover above the evolving trend of collaborations 
anymore so they desperately need Gabriel at this point. Obviously, he’s not really 
made to feel welcome but it is a necessary move the brand needs to make. Really the 
series just follows his journey, the changes and what the outcome is.

So what’s your role in Gabriel ? And how did you get it?
I play Erika, who is very similar to me! I am a new stylist who has been bought in to 
give a new look to the brand. So I’m a bit later on in the seires but it was always fun on 
set even in the beginning. What is so good about ‘Gabriel’ is that a lot of the actors and 
actresses are very similar to their roles. In that they do similar things outside of the 
series which I like and that’s why I think I got the role. I’m just playing me !





nosei has a chat with social medialites @e_gramm and 
@neeve.dckt to see what they think about the 
quickest growing social media platform, instagram. 
for many of our generation, forging a lifestyle on the 
gram has become an every day thing. do we really buy 
in to this online reality as much as everyone says we 
do ? are millennials really living for the gram? does 
your followers and likes have the ability to control 
you ? let’s discuss in behind the gram...
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NEEVE
@neeve.dckt



NEEVE
@neeve.dckt

As the generation surrounded by a developing digital world, do we acknowledge the
negative effects of Social Media sites such as Instagram?  There is definitely an increasing 
amount of pressure on looking good. Not just looking good in terms of clothes but does your 
lifestyle look good ? Does every single aspect of your being and it’s experiences look good ? 
Millennial Instagram users are likely to have feelings of depression, loneliness and resentment 
towards other Instagrammers; equalling a low self-esteem. As expected, the most negative 
aspects are those linked to photo sharing. And with photo-sharing, naturally we become photo 
stalkers; a phenomenon thats become like a drug which places a need within us to see what 
others are doing. To compare ourselves to people who seem to have better lives than us. Or is 
that just what they let us see? Is having a Social Media persona to  make your life look as perfect 
as possible and mask an unwanted reality behind the account really a thing? Or is it just a case 
of users naturally highlighting the best bits about themselves and their lives?  Instagram is 
exclusively dedicated to the sharing of photos and videos that are, more often than not, 
signicantly edited. But does seeing each others lives through  filters and effects distort the truth 
and royally f*ck us up?



Do you believe your persona shown on 
Instagram reflects who you are in real life? 
I don’t think anyone’s personality can be reflected off of 
their Insta. If you don’t know me then I wouldn’t expect 
someone to think they do through what they may see on 
my account.

Do you agree people try to broadcast a fake 
lifestyle they possibly don’t have ? 
Definitely, I think people are trying to live up to a certain 
lifestyle that they see on famous people’s Social Media. 
But thats up to them I guess.

Do you think it’s unhealthy for our 
generation constantly, constantly 
comparing lives to one another? 
Yeah, there are people that have it all and people that 
just don’t. Either way I dont think its important, I think 
everyone is blessed in their lives in some way.

Does your following define you as a person? 
As in could it knock your confidence? 
Not at all. I wouldn’t care if I had 200 followers or 
200,000 followers, I’d never let it knock my 
confidence.

Could you delete it? 
I love Instagram like for real but I don’t let it rule my life. 
I think it’s amazing for people that have been able to 
build a platform from it, like musically, modelling and 
fashion etc. That is true though, I don’t think I could 
delete it. 
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Do you believe your persona shown on Instagram reflects who 
you are in real life?
Depends because the same way I speak to people on Insta or reply to 
comments, is the same way I would in person. I try not to double up my 
personality just because it’s Social Media.
Do you agree people try to broadcast a fake lifestyle they 
possibly don’t have?
Yeah, a lot of people do it but I tend not to judge people who do that stuff. I 
just don’t watch a lot of people online because it’s sad  that some people 
live a fake lifestyle for a couple likes and just for other people to be 
impressed by it all.
Do you think it’s unhealthy for our generation constantly, 
constantly comparing lives to one another? 
It’s bad not just unhealthy. People are trying to compete and they really and 
truly shouldn’t be doing that. People should just live their own life and 
enjoy it, not compete to see who lives the better life and has more money 
and mores likes. What is likes at the end of the day?

Does your following define you as a person? As in 
could it knock your confidence?
No I doubt it. The only people that could ever knock my 
confidence are the ones closest to me and  myself if I’m 
really being honest. Without sounding weird, it’s more 
myself. I don’t listen to what people say a lot, I appreciate 
the comments and stuff but I never let any kind of comment 
get to my head. If some random person tried, it wouldn’t 
happen. I know for a fact.

Could you delete it?
I enjoy Social Media ,especially Instagram, so no I wouldn’t 
delete it. Maybe in the future when I get bored of it but right 
now I’m not even thinking about that to be honest with you



nosei has a chat with social medialites @e_gramm and 
@neeve.dckt to see what they think about the 
quickest growing social media platform, instagram. 
for many of our generation, forging a lifestyle on the 
gram has become an every day thing. do we really buy 
in to this online reality as much as everyone says we 
do ? are millennials really living for the gram? does 
your followers and likes have the ability to control 
you ? let’s discuss in behind the gram...

Yes, Instagram has its faults, like all things. But, the 
phenomenon that it has become is hard to ignore. 
Instagram recently announced 600 million users in 
their blog post, Love it or hate it, the way we document 
our lives has been transformed. The benefits and 
opportunities it offers are undeniable and the growing 
platform attracts a variety of people. From the younger 
generation who look to it for their self-esteem and 
inspo, to the businesses who aim to understand this 
new world of advertising. Those who are lucky have 
crafted their career from this new online photo album 
and can fund lavish lifestyles from behind a phone 
camera. Instagram has been a platform for NOSEI as 
creatives to curate a digital mood board,  the world are  
able to recreate themselves through the love of taking 
photos and sharing their experiences and 
unanimously, it is an addition to our lives that we just 
can’t delete. 







drugs are very much a taboo subject in britain, 
which makes the increasingly bigger number of 
young people who try and buy them left with very 
little information at all. whether you approve or 
disapprove, knowledge is key and education begins 
with a conversation. so nosei is beginning that 
conversation within these pages and trying to 
understand why britains youth dabble in this 
department. what are the actual affects and what 
are their views of it’s legalisation within this 
country? let’s be real, it’s 2017 and being proper in 
this case doesn’t benefit anyone. so let’s learn 
more about this inflammatory subject in drug of 
choice.  
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I’d tried it before at parties but I properly bought them for myself when 
I went on my  first night out with a fake id I had, then it just continued 
and I moved onto rollies. I was 16 and in my  first year of college.

Did you do it to fit in?
I think everyone starts smoking in a social environment and most 
commonly these days it happens through friends and nights out where 
everyone seems to have a cig in their mouth at some point and it just 
spirals from there. But everyone I’ve spoken to about this denies that 
they originally started smoking to look “cool”.

How much do averagely spend on smoking a week?
I’d say about £11 for a 30g of Amber Leaf but obviously you can buy 
cheaper baccy. This probably lasts me over a week depending on how 
much I’m going out, I don’t really like to think about how much I’ve 
collectively spent in the past two years.

Do you think you’ll quit?
At this moment in time I can’t see myself quitting, as a student I seem 
to smoke more than I used to at home and I dont think I’d know what to 
do with myself on a night out or in the pub, even in my room. I think I’ll 
definitely quit after I  finish Uni.

Why is it your drug of choice?
I never thought I’d get addicted to smoking but before you know
it you’re having a cig before you’ve even got out of bed and it just feels 
completely normal. So now I don’t even think of it as a choice. It’s an 
instant reaction of something to do with yourself when you’re in 
situations like out having a drink with your friends or at a party, or
waiting at the bus stop.

Theia, 19
University of Salford

DRUG OF CHOICE
Harley Murphy



Jake, 21
Manchester Metropolitan UniversityM
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How old were you when you first tried MDMA?
I was 17 and at a house party, it was my friends birthday and we all knew we 
wanted to get on something for the first time. We just decided that was the perfect 
occasion and so we got our friend to pick up on the way.

What was your  first experience like?
It was nice actually, I felt like bare happy and buzzing. Like just everything was intense- 
is the only way I could describe it.

Have you ever had a bad experience with taking MDMA, if so, what 
happened?
Never a really bad time like a lot of stories you hear from people, it’s easy to take too 
much and ruin your whole night. I’ve only ever just felt sick, and realised it was too 
much but then you just go home and chill out. 

What is your opinion on the legalisation of MDMA?
I don’t think it would be a good idea, it would stop people dying from dodgy stuff but 
people know what they’re in for when they take it. Legalisation would just make more 
people take it and rely on it. But information and knowledge would be very good, 
especially as festivals.
Why is it your drug of choice?
Because it gives you a euphoric high, its a nice upper and the perfect party/festival or 
night out drug and you can control your amounts, unlike pills.
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ketamine and the people who take it? Do you let it affect you?
There is a lot of bad stigma about Ket and I never thought I would try 
it. But after going to University, it just seems the thing to do. I don’t let 
the bad stigma affect me as more people than not have tried the 
drug.

Can you describe how you feel when you take it?
I can never feel my legs. It feels like trying to walk through deep mud. 
Once I hallucinated and thought my boyfriend had one eye...

Ketamine has become increasingly popular as a party drug, 
but how does it feel taking a downer in an upbeat situation 
such as a party or club?
I would normally only take Ket at an after party, once I have already 
been out. But even at an after party people are still dancing. You can 
always tell who’s taken Ket because they’re all sat down in a different 
world. Its  fine taking it in an upbeat situation as there are always 
other people who are feeling the same as you, so you just have a 
good time together. 

Why is it your drug of choice?
Its my drug of choice because it makes you feel so different to other 
drugs and you don’t get a comedown. You have such a good time 
when you’re on it but then it’s nice to be able to sleep after a long 
night out.

Amber, 20
University of Sheffield
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Amber, 20
University of Sheffield

Cocaine is considered the classiest of party drugs, often consumed 
by rich and famous people, so how did you  first start taking it?
I  first tried coke on New Years Eve a few years back, I didn’t really see it as a 
classy drug at the time to be honest because I thought it was rubbish. I 
realised it wasn’t very good quality though, so when I tried better quality it 
was a different story. 

Does the highly addictive qualities of the drug concern you at all 
when consuming it?
Not really, I’ve never really had an addictive personality so I wasn’t ever 
worried. I’m quite strong willed in that respect, I just take it as a pick me up on 
a night out. 

What type of situations are you in when you decide to ring up your 
dealer and buy cocaine?
Normally just before a night out, I feel it just makes the night funnier - it’s not 
as bad as it seems.

How does it affect you differently to MDMA or ecstacy? 
It’s like a different buzz completely, I like to be in controll of what I’m doing. 
I’ve only ever taken MD once in Ibiza and it just makes you a mess. Coke 
makes you enjoy the music and keep a stable state of mind, if that makes 
sense?

Why is it your drug of choice?
Coke any day, it keeps you going and just generally makes you feel good. I 
feel a lot of our generation take drugs, like generations before us.  As long as 
you’re sensible with it and keep the right mindset, it’s calm. 

Tristan, 22
Coventry University
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a How often would you say you smoke weed with friends, 
and on your own?
I smoke weed every day and have done since I was a kid. 

Is the main reason you smoke to feel the relaxing effects of 
the drug?
Yeah, it is relaxing. It has become sort of habit that I wouldn’t 
change. I like the whole process of rolling and lighting a spliff as 
well.  

What is your opinion on the legalisation of it across the 
world?
I think weed should be made legal and it definitly will be in time. 
It’s a drug, exactly like drinking and smoking cigarettes. The only 
reason it hasn’t is due to the drugs heritage, its association and 
health benefits. Kids are smoking synthetic stuff that is so bad for 
your body. Once the government weigh up the option of how 
much money they’ll make through taxation versus the health ben-
efits; it will become legalized. 

Also, your opinion on the legalisation of all drugs such as 
MDMA, cocaine, ecstacy and ketamine?
If drugs were legal  then people would be more educated about 
them and would be less likely to do so much damage to them-
selvevs unknowlingly.  

Owen, 46
London, United Kingdom



we sat down with judy blame and 
discussed his iconic part in the punk 
movement and his take on our topic 
‘grime is punk’. seeing obvious 
similarities between the genres 
energy, nosei wanted to know if the 
feeling was mutual. 
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GRIME IS PUNK

WITH JUDY BLAME

N’dira Ferdinand
Georgia Petrou



A connection has long since been made between people and 
music. it is a way of feeling a part of somethning, as though you 
aren’t alone. a way of interacting with people and expressing 
every emotion that you can feel. The similarities between the 
most unlikely genres are drawn from their energy, attitude 
and essence. Music is often a primary focus to a sub-culture 
and musicians are often as passionate advocates as anyone. 
however, the world surrounding a genre takes it forward; the 
audience, individuals,as well as, the environment in which it 
thrives. music Begins as a stimulus for a mind-set that 
encourages self-belief, an attitude that unashamedly 
announces that you are an individual and inspired by the 
energy that you are surrounded by. One thing about Britain is 
that authenticity has always been important to us. Our 
connection with music as a country to voice political, social 
and everyday issues has been a common denominator 
throughout our different genres and generations. Young 
people spending as much energy as they can, trying to  find 
something different that represents them,  rings true for 
both Grime and Punk. 

in conversation with judy blame, we discussed the likeness of 
both genres in all formats. blame compared their similarities 
of being forged from stagnant and far from prosperous times. 
with a kindred outlook of being bored with life as it is, “youth 
always resort to thinking they can do something fresh with 
whatever they have”. listening to his career, experiences and 
outlook, we realise punk has become more than a subculture. 
it is a celebration of the daring and of difference. a way of 
thinking and more so, a way of life than just a genre or sense 
of style. we see grime following in these footsteps, as not just 
a genre, adopting some attributes from the mohican movement 
and enthusing the uk with the same energy. due to social 
evolution; the change in demographc and the difference of 
music; it will never be exactly the same of course! yet, reading 
between the lines will make it clear that grime is punk and 
punk is grime. 

blame expressed the importance to understanding as youth, 
the power we have and that the biggest rebellion of all is 
being ourselves. smiling as he said so, through his eyes he saw 
punk as a movement and culture that individuals were united 
by their difference, talents and identity. nothing had been 
done like punk before, which rings a familiar bell with grime 
to us. whereas grime has a reach ,quite similar to that of a 
pandemic, punk saw a smaller community of representatives. 
intimidating to everyone who isn’t a part of it, blame observed. 

“it isn’t dark, aggressive or miserable. it is all about 
the energy, the potential. word of mouth and 
communication for young people trying to find some 
sort  of outlet and voice that has to be recognised”.  
these genres depict a  common feeling among youth of 
britain and notifies its listeners of a collective 
consciousness and a community that can be found 
within that. a community that decentralizses the 
country and awards the same attention to 
manchester let’s say, as it does to london. it is 
national. 

“It was about finding things about you that were 
individual or things that you found that you could make 
yours and change”. embracing colloquial accents, life 
experiences and ideologies are all embedded into grime 
and likewise into punk culture. allowing those who 
identify, to create the  world around that music. 
individuals like photogrpahers, dj’s and the audience to 
contriute in making the culture and giving it life; taking 
it forward. taking its attitude forward of not having 
much to fear. which is often communicated throughout 
grime. “they (the government) try to push fear down 
your throat from every angle. force feed you fear. we 
just ignored it. we were like go f*ck yourselves 
politicians”.  

those who are serious always respect each others 
grind but unfortunately nowadays that isn’t usually 
the case among the general people making up the 
movement. “the world around grime culture isn’t as 
supportive”. perhaps as with the times, nowadays 
people’s first reaction is to analyse instead of applaud, 
“the camaraderie of it all” isn’t as prominent. stylist 
and punk icon, judy blame, announced that he was still 
looking for that edge that was around within the punk 
era. “as one thing that seperates punk form grime is 
that they’re (society) not teaching you to build your 
own character just plaster one on. i didn’t necessarily 
know who i was but i definitely knew who i wasn’t. we 
weren’t about money, power or status, we were about 
the truth, our truth”.





The Suspected Group is a scouting and 
modelling agency that does not 
define your successfulness by your 
height, weight, shoe size or 
whatever measurement you need to 
USUALLY provide. We want to know 
who you are, what you can do, it’s not 
just about modelling. When you are 
your product why fake it, just make it!  

To Apply & Hear about casting calls, follow/ dm 
@suspect_agency T
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A connection has long since been made between people and 
music. it is a way of feeling a part of somethning, as though you 
aren’t alone. a way of interacting with people and expressing 
every emotion that you can feel. The similarities between the 
most unlikely genres are drawn from their energy, attitude 
and essence. Music is often a primary focus to a sub-culture 
and musicians are often as passionate advocates as anyone. 
however, the world surrounding a genre takes it forward; the 
audience, individuals,as well as, the environment in which it 
thrives. music Begins as a stimulus for a mind-set that 
encourages self-belief, an attitude that unashamedly 
announces that you are an individual and inspired by the 
energy that you are surrounded by. One thing about Britain is 
that authenticity has always been important to us. Our 
connection with music as a country to voice political, social 
and everyday issues has been a common denominator 
throughout our different genres and generations. Young 
people spending as much energy as they can, trying to  find 
something different that represents them,  rings true for 
both Grime and Punk. 

in conversation with judy blame, we discussed the likeness of 
both genres in all formats. blame compared their similarities 
of being forged from stagnant and far from prosperous times. 
with a kindred outlook of being bored with life as it is, “youth 
always resort to thinking they can do something fresh with 
whatever they have”. listening to his career, experiences and 
outlook, we realise punk has become more than a subculture. 
it is a celebration of the daring and of difference. a way of 
thinking and more so, a way of life than just a genre or sense 
of style. we see grime following in these footsteps, as not just 
a genre, adopting some attributes from the mohican movement 
and enthusing the uk with the same energy. due to social 
evolution; the change in demographc and the difference of 
music; it will never be exactly the same of course! yet, reading 
between the lines will make it clear that grime is punk and 
punk is grime. 

blame expressed the importance to understanding as youth, 
the power we have and that the biggest rebellion of all is 
being ourselves. smiling as he said so, through his eyes he saw 
punk as a movement and culture that individuals were united 
by their difference, talents and identity. nothing had been 
done like punk before, which rings a familiar bell with grime 
to us. whereas grime has a reach ,quite similar to that of a 
pandemic, punk saw a smaller community of representatives. 
intimidating to everyone who isn’t a part of it, blame observed. 
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with the fashion industry contributing so highly to 
global warming, the depletion of fossil fuels and 
cheap labout, nosei are determined to provide insight 
into sustainability, other alternatives and making a 
change. with our world dying, we cannot believe the 
lack of urgency being shown on a global scale. we 
invite callum to shoot with us, who shares our passion 
but supports sustainability through vintage clothes. 
working at ‘cow’ in manchesters northern quarter, 
nosei captures callum in some of his climate conscious 
garms. 
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nosei, as a brand, are pushing sustainable fashion. it’s 
important as the younger generation to be fashion 
forward and aware, fashion is the second most pollutant 
industry in the world behind the oil industry. sustainable 
fashion is a growing trend. the aim is to create organic 
garments with a minimum use of chemicals and limited 
impact on the environment. 







THE REASON WE PICKED CALLUM TO MODEL IS 
BECAUSE HE WORKS IN THE HOME OF RECYCLED 
FASHION, THE VINTAGE  STORE ‘COW’. FAST 
FASHION AND THROWAWAY FASHION ARE THE MAIN 
CAUSES OF POLLUTION BUT THROUGH VINTAGE 
STORES THEY END UP BEING REUSED, REDUCDED 
AND RECYCLED INSTEAD OF IN A LANDFILL. ALL THE 
CLOTHES USED IN THIS SHOOT ARE FROM VARIOUS 
VINTAGE STORES, WE’RE REPRESENTING ORGANIC 
FASHION AND FABRICS AND WE’RE SAYING THAT 
VINTAGE IS THE WAY first step FORWARD. NOSEI 
ARE PROMOTING  LOVE FOR THE WONDERS OF THE 
WORLD AND TRYING TO PROTECT its TREASURES 
by MAKING PEOPLE MORE AWARE. 
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